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Introduction 
 
Welcome to the June edition of the King’s Cross Central Quarterly 
Monitoring Report which is designed to keep the Construction Impact 
Group (CIG) up to date with progress on the Argent development 
during the last three months.  
 
Argent have now been working on the University of the Arts London for the 
last seven months and the new five storey building within the old Assembly 
Shed is beginning to take shape with new floors and walls. The refurbishment 
of all six floors of the Granary is nearing completion and work on the central 
atrium has begun.   
 
The roads to the north and west of the university buildings are now usable 
and form part of the vehicle circuit. Kier have started work on the Energy 
Centre building and are preparing to place the floor slab that will hold the 
boilers that will eventually heat the whole King’s Cross Central complex. 
 
BAM Nuttall is about to start work on the new Regent’s Canal bridge which 
will form the main connection between the north and south parts of King’s 
Cross Central. 
 
The structural work on the Great Northern Hotel has been completed and the 
arcade that has been formed on the ground floor is now being fitted out and 
will be ready by the end of October. 
 
The King’s Cross construction website, www.constructionatkingscross.com, is 
being well used and has been receiving over 500 visits a month. The Helpline 
(0800 328 8840) continues to receive general enquiries about the King’s 
Cross Development and has yet to receive a complaint about any aspect of 
the construction. 
 
 
 
Progress Update 
 
A considerable amount of progress has been made on the King’s Cross Central 
site since the last CIG report but due to the distance of York Way from the works, 
there has been little for the public to actually see apart from the three tower 
cranes. 
 
BAM Construction has made good progress on the University of the Arts 
London within the Eastern Goods Yard (EGY) where the floor slabs have been 
completed in the Eastern Transit Shed and concrete works continue to form the 
framework of  the assembly shed. The Granary roof is being stripped off and the 
atrium formed down through the middle to allow in extra light. 
 
 
 



                                                                                       
    

  

BAM Nuttall has concreted the surface of Transit Street and completed the 
retaining wall and eventually this street will be cobbled. Drainage and site heating 
is being laid under Goods Street West and at the Eastern end of the street the 
concrete protection slabs have been placed over the Gasworks Tunnel. The 
cobbles have been removed in the West Handyside Canopy in preparation for 
installing drainage and in Granary Square more drainage is being installed.  
 
To the south of the Regents Canal BAM Nuttall have completed the connecting 
stub on the subway between King’s Cross LUL Northern Ticket Hall and St 
Pancras and the main subway will be brought into service in December 2009. 
 
Kier have completed the piling and remediation work on the Energy Centre 
building, known as T1, which will be supplying hot water and heating to the 
University of the Arts by Summer 2011.  
 
Carillion are awaiting to start on the Sainsbury building, but have recently 
learned that they have been nominated for Camden’s 2009 “Building Quality 
Awards” for the King’s Cross Construction Skills Centre. The scheme aims to 
promote good building practice and includes such factors as sustainability and 
inclusion design. 
 
 
 
Newsletter and Flyers 
 
The fourth edition (Spring) King’s Cross Construction Newsletter has been 
produced by Argent and 2,000 copies have been distributed to stakeholders 
and local residents. Hard copies are available in the London Borough of 
Camden’s library and the German Gymnasium. The Summer edition will be 
out shortly. 
 
A flyer informing local users of the Regent’s Canal tow path will be distributed 
this week informing them that the path will be closed from Monday 22nd to 
Friday 26th June 2009 in order to start the work on the new vehicle bridge 
across the canal. Signs giving this information have already been placed at 
either end of the section of tow path to be closed and once closed diversion 
signs will be set up. 
 
  
 
Press Update 
 
March started busily with a high profile King’s Cross Central presence 
at MIPIM, when we announced a £250 million investment in the project 
(£150m from the partners, LCR, Argent and DH Supply Chain) and 
£100m from the UAL construction contract.  This attracted solid 
national, trade and local media coverage. 
 



                                                                                       
    

  

MIPIM was swiftly followed by the official opening of the King’s Cross 
Construction Skills Centre, built by King’s Cross Central (KXC), and 
which has now been handed over to Camden Council.  The opening 
event was well attended, with speeches from Robert Evans, Keith 
Moffitt, Andrew Marshall and Richard Barnes. The opening secured 
good local media coverage. 
 
April saw 1-3 Canal Street (T1), the building that will house the site 
wide Energy Centre, securing reserved matters approval. At the 
beginning of May, we worked with Sadler’s Wells on a stunning 
exhibition called Scattered Crowd, which was held in the Victorian 
Midland Goods Shed. This was a very strong picture story and drove 
home the message about how arts and culture will be at the heart of 
KXC. 
 
Over the last couple of months we have carried out a number of high 
profile media tours and briefings, resulting in some very positive 
coverage of KXC.  These include Bricks and Mortar (The Times) and 
Homes and Property (Evening Standard). Since that last update, the 
BBC documentary, English Heritage, has been broadcast, with the last 
programme in the series focusing on King’s Cross Central.  
 
There is a lot of activity on site at the moment, with more than 400 
construction workers on site and some key construction milestones 
approaching (bottoming out at the Shared Service Yard).  We have 
some particularly strong construction photography and are currently 
targeting trade and London titles with these.  
 
Coming up, we are planning to launch a major national design 
competition for Gasholder No.8 (w/c 8 June) and an event is scheduled 
for 1 July at the German Gymnasium when we will mark KXC being 
awarded National Skills Academy status and we will also be signing a 
Construction Charter with the key contractors on KXC.  We are also 
shortly expecting to announce the selected hotel partner for the Great 
Northern Hotel. 
 
London Communications Agency (LCA) continues to monitor all 
national, regional, local and trade press on behalf of the King’s Cross 
Central General Partnership (KCCGP). 
 
 
 
Noise Monitoring Summary Report 
 
Noise monitoring has been carried out continuously at the two fixed 
monitoring locations (York Central and Camley Street Natural Park) and the 
second noise monitoring report has been issued  which presents the results 
for February, March, and April 2009.  A third meter was installed at the 
Construction Skills Training Centre on 23 April, however, the connection to 
the Camden Council computer network has been denied and we are now 



                                                                                       
    

  

investigating alternative means of provision of a broadband connection.  Data 
from this meter is being downloaded manually during the attended noise 
surveys until a connection is arranged. 
 
Inspection of the measured data from the continuous noise monitors shows 
that the noise at both sites was broadly similar to the levels reported in the 
baseline noise survey, indicating that no significant increases in noise 
occurred due to construction.  This was confirmed by observation during the 
attended noise surveys.  One exception was during February 2009 when 
particularly low levels were recorded during the period of snowfall, causing 
reduced road traffic on York Way.  The alert threshold of 77 dB LAeq was 
exceeded at 08:00 on 6 April due to road works by EDF to install electrical 
cables and this took place near to the noise monitoring location on York 
Central. 
 
 
 
Air Quality Monitoring Report 
 
There are now six monitors that measure the mass of the particles in the air 
both upwind and downwind of the Kings Cross construction site. There are 
three monitors to the south west of the site and three to the north east 
providing geographical coverage which will assess the impact of construction 
activity over a wide range of wind directions. 
 
There are two types of monitor, the FDMS (Filter Dynamics Measurement 
System) located on York Way and Coopers Lane, and the Osiris instruments 
which are located in Bingfield Park, Copenhagen Street, Camley Street and 
Coopers Lane. These instruments measure the mass of particles less than 10 
microns wide as these small particles can enter the lungs. When the mass of 
these particles exceeds a certain level, the control centre sends an automatic 
alert to the London Borough of Camden and contacts at the construction site. 
Action is then taken to tackle the source of the dust particles.  
 
The particulate monitoring equipment at the sites in Copenhagen Street  
Bingfield Park and the Camley Street Nature Reserve continue to operate 
successfully. During the last three months these sites have achieved a data 
capture of 100 %, 100 % and 88 % respectively. During this period there have 
been no breaches of the 250 µg m-3 alert threshold at any of these sites. 
 
Preparations for the installation of additional monitoring equipment in Coopers 
Lane and the Construction Skills Centre, York Way has continued. The 
concrete bases have been laid and the cabins and equipment have been 
delivered to both locations. Electrical work to connect power supplies to both 
sites is scheduled for the middle of June. Instrument commissioning and 
particulate monitoring will commence shortly afterwards. 
 
 
 
 



                                                                                       
    

  

Summary of Helpline Calls – (0800 328 8840) 
 
The King’s Cross Freephone Helpline is continually staffed during 
normal working hours and from 09:00 to 13:00 on Saturdays. It has 
been running since 2nd June 2008 and received quite a number of calls 
about the scheme but to date none of these have been complaints.  
 
During the last quarter, 40 calls were taken by the Helpline of which 8 
came through the construction website. 
 
March 2009 – Fifteen calls mainly concerning training and job 
opportunities. 
 
April 2009 – Eight calls on property, training and general enquiries. 
 
May 2009 – Seventeen calls about providing services, jobs and 
training. 
 
 
 
King’s Cross Central Construction Website 
 
King’s Cross Central construction website is proving to be very popular and is 
often used instead of the Helpline to pose questions. Many more articles have 
been added to the site and so if you want to read them just click onto; 
 www.constructionatkingscross.com  for more information. 
 
The website allows you to ask any question about the scheme by simply 
typing it into the “Ask us” box and sending it directly to us. There is also a list 
of frequently asked questions with answers, a gallery of photographs showing 
site progress and some useful links to associated parties. 
 
The website has received some 1,600 visits since its launch at the beginning 
of 2009. 
 
 
 
 
Future Events 
 
During the next three months the majority of the work at King’s Cross 
Central will be taking place in the Eastern Goods Yard where BAM 
Construction is turning the Granary and associated buildings into a 
new Central St Martins College, part of the University of the Arts 
London. This will be ready to accept 6,500 students and staff in 
September 2011 and a lot of work has to be achieved in the mean 
time. The parapet stonework is being repaired and the windows 
refurbished. Two new lifts will be installed on the north facing wall and 
a lightwell is being constructed through the centre of the building. 



                                                                                       
    

  

 
BAM Nuttall will continue with construction of Goods Street both east 
and west as well as putting drainage into West Handyside Canopy. 
They will soon start building the new canal bridge which will be the 
main link between the northern and southern parts of the development 
as well as carrying important services such as gas. The bridge work 
will commence with piled foundations on the banks just west of the 
original bridge and the first tow path closure will commence on 22nd 
June. 
 
Kier / Wallis will continue with the Great Northern Hotel until October 
where it will complete the fit-out of the arcade but leave the 
development of the hotel to future contractors. 
 
Kier have made a good start on the Energy Centre and will soon be 
pouring the base slab which will be 1.5m thick. It will form the 
foundations for the building as well as accommodating the large boilers 
and transformers that will provide heat and power to the rest of King’s 
Cross Central. 
 


